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In the scholarship surrounding The Canterbury Tales, the subject of drunkenness 
has generally been neglected. For instance, Charles Shain's "Pulpit Rhetoric in Three 
Canterbury Tales," although discussing at length the reprentations of sin in Chaucer ' s 
work, does not address drunkenness as any more than a form of the sin of gluttony. This 
is a mistake, because the frequency with which drunkenness appears in The Canterbury 
Tales alone should demonstrate that it is worth closer comparative study. By examining 
the treatment of drunkenness in several of the tales , a more complete picture can be 
drawn. 
Recent criticism has drunkenness as gluttony in Chaucer's work. In his 1998 
doctoral dissertation entitled Medieval Gluttony and Drunkenn ess: Consuming Sin in 
Chaucer and Langland , Mathew James Brosamer argues that drunkenness in The 
Canterbury Tales is based in the sin of gluttony . The sin in drunkenness, Brosamer 
contends, is the same sin as any kind of over-consumption is in medieval society. The sin 
is in consuming more than a person ' s share of the community ' s wealth, and by partaking 
in these goods for personal pleasure and sin rather than need . 
Brosamer discusses The General Prologue , The Pardoner 's Tale, The 
Summoner 's Tale, and The Parson 's Tale at the most length . Apart from the prologue , the 
tales he selected to discuss are in the form of a religious exemplum, a mockingfabliau, 
and a penetential treatise . Although all three have examples of drunkenness and gluttony , 
these tales do not cover the range of tales that Chaucer has included in The Canterbury 
Tales. Additionally, by focusing on tales which include, on some level, religious 
sermons, Brosamer has focused too strongly on the religious, rather than the secular , 
stories. This approach is understandable, given his comparison of Chaucer ' s text to 
Langland's Piers Plowman, a religious allegory with a strong moral focus. 
Upon closer consideration, the presence of drunkenness in The Canterbury Tales 
is not always as a result of personal, sinful weakness. Moreover , and even more tellingly, 
the sin is not limited to the drunk alone. Drunkenness is frequently exploited by other 
characters for their own benefit. In this, the sin is at least partially transferred from the 
glutton to the other character, complicating the moral landscape of the tale. Especially 
when one considers the exploitation of drunkenness among the tale-tellers and in the tales 
themselves, it becomes clear that there is more to drunkenness in Chaucer than sin. 
Chaucer, in fact, uses drunkenness , and especially the exploitation by characters of 
drunkenness in others , to increase the moral ambiguity of his stories and to blur the 
boundary between good and evil. By blurring the distinction between good and evil, 
Chaucer challenges the reader to draw his or her own moral conclusions from a 
complicated story, demonstrating that good and evil are not always clearly 
distinguishable . 
If Chaucer was merely interested in moralizing his tales, it could be assumed that 
drunken characters would usually come to some unpleasant end on their own. This is not 
always the case : in several instances, drunken characters would have come to no harm 
had they been left alone. Instead , other characters prey upon them, such as by 
manipulating the drunken characters in their addled states or using their helplessness to 
steal from them. 
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The fact that other characters encourage drunkenness and use drunkenness to their 
own advantage shows that sin is not simple in The Canterbury Tales. The multitude of 
widely varying interpretations of Chaucer's work reveals the difficulty in placing any 
single interpretations on his tales. The tales , especially those told by the less-than-saintly 
characters, are more morally complex than simple stories of good triumphing over evil. 
Drunkenness in Chaucer , then , cannot be simply a representation of a variety of sin. 
Instead, by complicating the morality of the tales, drunkenness shows that the difference 
good and evil, rather than being simply presented by the tale's narrator, must be sought 
by the reader. 
There is certainly more to the morality of drunkenness in The Canterbury Tales 
than simple religious condemnation. Tellingly , the tales are all set in the context of a 
contest started by the host of the tavern the pilgrims are staying at when the story begins. 
The winner of the contest will be treated, at the expense of the rest of the party , to a meal 
at the same inn when they return from Canterbury. The Host himself , the proprieter of the 
tavern, will judge which tale is the best. By basing The Canterbury Tales on a contest for 
which the prize will be a free meal at the Tabard inn, doubtless with plenty to drink , 
Chaucer further complicates the morality of his stories by making a man who makes his 
living by the gluttony of others the judge of the quality of the tales told . 
Chaucer's tales can be seen to present the contemporary religious view of 
drunkenness as gluttony and goes on to challenge it with a new, more complicated 
interpretation. Chaucer presents a good overview of contemporary religious and social 
theory about drunkenness in The Parson's Tale. The Parson, a devout man of God, warns 
the pilgrims about the sin of Gluttony in his penetential treatise on the Seven Deadly 
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Sins. According to the "manye speces" of gluttony the Parson lists first when discussing 
the sin of Gluttony, three of the five varieties are related to drink and drunkenness. Nor is 
Gluttony the least of the sins: the Parson says that any person in the grips of gluttony also 
commit the other six Deadly Sins: "He that is usaunt to this synne of glotonye, he ne may 
no synne withstonde . He moot been in servage of alle vices, for it is the develes hoord 
ther he hideth hym and resteth" (X. 820). Therefore, Gluttony is, according to the Parson , 
a greivous sin that leads the sinner to commit every one of the Seven Deadly Sins. In 
essence, by connecting Gluttony to every sin, the Parson draws a simplistic picture of sin 
in which every sin is unified and inseparable. 
Although The Parson's Tale certainly serves as a warning against the Seven 
Deadly Sins, this delineation of sins does not appear prominently in any other part of the 
tales . Bloomfield writes that the "other references to the Sins ... are of no great 
importance" (192). The sins are mentioned in a few other tales, but they are never all 
described in one tale , nor is sin limited to seven simple incarnations. This break from the 
medieval tradition of describing sin can be interpreted as a way of separating sin in the 
lively stories leading up to The Parson's Tale from the traditional views of sin in the 
medieval world, particularly on the part of the Church. The Parson presents the Seven 
Deadly Sins in a penitential treatise. He first describes them , then gives the detailed 
remedy for each. This simplistic discussion of sin and the remedy for it is inadequate 
when compared to the complicated characters and tales that come before The Parson's 
Tale. 
Perhaps the best way to view The Parson 's Tale is not as an effort to give the 
tales a moral base , but as a transition which acknowledges that the pilgrims are 
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approaching Canterbury. Now that they have had their complex, colorful fun on the road, 
the Parson uses his tale to dismiss this spirit of worldiness and to invoke the proper, 
penitentlial attitude which would befit pilgrims on the road to a holy shrine. In contrast, 
the remainder of the tales challenge readers to find, if they can, a definite boundary 
between good and evil without the familiar framework of the Seven Deadly Sins. 
Brosamer uses The Parson's Tale as a lens through which to view the rest of The 
Canterbury Tales. Taking the Parson's simplified, moralistic approach to drunkenness, he 
argues that Chaucer's intention at the end of The Canterbury Tales is to present a context 
in which to view the other tales. He draws the conclusion that drunkenness should almost 
always be viewed as a sin in the tales. In some cases , he admits, the drunken characters 
are more to be pitied than reviled, but they are sinners nonetheless. Although this 
interpretation is defensible, it seems an error to use one tale at the end of a series of tales 
to draw a moral conclusion about the rest. With their complexities, the other tales defy a 
religious and moralistic interpretation, especially when the reader considers the role of 
drunkenness in them. 
Although The Parson's Tale condemns drinking to excess and suggests going 
without it as much as possible, the drinking of alcohol was a central part to everyday life 
in the Middle Ages, and it played a number of other, more specialized roles as well. 
Despite social and religious arguments against drunkenness, drinking was an essential 
element in medieval life. Not only was clean water not regularly available-especially in 
the cities-many thought that drinking water was harmful. Hammond writes that "[s]ome 
authorities believed that water was bad for people whenever it was taken" (91 ). Wine, on 
the other hand, was seen as a relaxant and an agent for clearing up the humors. From this 
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perspective, wine was actually thought of as a medicine for helping to align the basic 
components of the human system. The value of the wine and ale trade is apparent from 
the number of laws surrounding it ensuring quality and fair prices (Hammond 84-87). 
Wine was generally imported and kept for guests and occassions, when it would be 
served to the higher-ranked members of the household, or honored guests (Hammond 
72). Ale was the everyday drink of most people in medieval England. "It was the 
common drink of all classes" writes Hammond (6). It was brewed commercially and also 
by many larger households for domestic use. Because of this distinction, ale was 
generally associated with everyday use and with the lower classes , and wine, especially 
the best vintages, was reserved for the aristocracy . 
Chaucer was familiar with the wine trade. His father was a vintner, and his family 
lived above the place where wine was stored and sold (Bowers 757) . It is likely that 
Chaucer would have seen drunks and drunkards daily in the streets of London as he went 
about his business , and such a common experience of drunkenness seems to defy the 
notion that he would have taken an entirely religious approach to it. At one point , 
Chaucer was awarded a stipend of five liters of wine per day for life. Such payment 
would certainly have been rejected by a more prudish man who believed in abstaining 
from drink as much as possible. Chaucer did, however, prudently exchange this payment 
for currency after a few years . 
Wine was a staple in medieval feasts, and no feast would have been held without 
it, where it was the principle drink . For one memorable feast, 25,000 gallons of wine 
were ordered (Hammond 127). Wine was also frequently used in the dishes themselves 
for the feast.The use of alcohol at a feast, even the over-imbibing of alcohol , had no 
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moral implications. Feasts were typically times in which guests would enjoy very 
plentiful helpings of several courses, with lots of wine included. This moral neutrality is 
reflected in The Squire's Tale. In that tale, the king's court holds a feast to celebrate an 
upcoming marriage, and many of the characters become drunk . Instead of becoming 
sinful, however, they merely get sleepy, and head off to sleep. It is clear that in this tale, 
just as in medieval society, drunkenness was not morally opposed. 
Wine was also part of the sacrament of the Eucharist at Church, wherein 
churchgoers would partake of blessed wine as the blood of Jesus. In this case, there could 
clearly be no moral opposition against drinking wine. Over-imbibing, however , would 
probably have been very unlikely. There wasn't much opportunity for it under the 
watchful eye of the priest. Nevertheless, this fundamental role of alcohol in the Christian 
church reveals that even a priest would be hard-pressed to reject alcohol completely . 
Because ale and wine were common in medieval England and Chaucer knew the 
trade well , it seems likely that Chaucer would have had other angles to look at drinking 
other than as sin. Rather, he would likely have understood that , if something is widely 
consumed, it is inevitable that it will be sometimes over-consumed, with drunkenness as 
a consequence.Some of the drunken characters in his tales are not very reprehensible. 
When compared with the frightening Reeve and the scheming Manciple , the jolly Cook 
and the bawdy Miller, although both drunks, seem much more likeable. Because Chaucer 
does not condemn all of his drunken characters, it seems likely that he is exploring new 
interpretations of drunkenness that do not hold fast to the religious view of abstinence. 
Chaucer's less-than-moralistic view of drunkards is visible in his presentation of 
the drunken Cook and the Miller. In the General Prologue, Miller is described comically, 
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and his boast that he can knock down a door with his head is typical of a drunken clown. 
In the Prologue to the Manciple's Tale, the Manciple and the Host poke fun at drunken 
cook and his humorous situation. The stout man falls off his horse, and the other 
members of his company have a difficult and absurd time trying to get him back on. The 
narrator mildly pities rather than scolds the Cook, saying when the Manciple gives him 
even more wine, "And of this vessel the Cook drank faste, alias!/ What neded hym? He 
drank ynough biforn" (IX. 88-89) . The Cook is an object of pity and playful humor rather 
than moral outrage. His drunkenness prevents him from being able defend himself from 
the Manciple's jests or even control his own horse. Just as the Cook is powerless to fight 
back against the Manciple's exploitation of his drunkenness in order to get a few laughs 
from the company and to make the Cook look ridiculous, drunken characters are 
frequently shown to be helpless victims. When other characters take advantage of their 
helplessness, they cast a shade of moral doubt over their actions. 
A close examination of several of the tales in which the exploitation of 
drunkenness plays a part reveals the moral complexity that accompanies every instance. 
In every tale , the mode by which drunkenness is exploited varies significantly, but it is 
sim ilar in every tale in that the morality of the act cannot be as clearly distinguished as a 
first reading might suggest. Characters who at first seem sympathetic behave 
questionably, and evil characters have at least a degree of redemption. Judith in The 
Monk's Tale, for example, is not entirely heroic in her murder ofHolofernes, who was 
helpless and at her mercy, drunken and asleep. Similarly , the king's mother-in-law in The 
Man of Law 's Tale is not purely evil, but is protecting her son and her way of life from 
Custance' s "strange" influence. 
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I will group the stories according to the apparent evil of the character who is 
performing the exploitation. I will study the characters who seem the most morally 
corrupt first, then move on to characters whose morality is increasingly ambiguous. By 
doing this, I will show the range of moral certainty Chaucer employed , and demonstrate 
that the moral ambiguity of drunkenness appears in every instance. In each case, I will 
argue that Chaucer uses the device of drunkenness , especially the exploitation of 
drunkenness , to make otherwise good characters seem morally corrupt. Similarly , 
characters whom the reader is tempted to view as completely evil are, in fact, somewhat 
forgiveable . By complicating the morality of his tales , Chaucer demonstrates to the reader 
that morality is not always simple , and the reader must decide for him or herself what 
distinction , if any, separates the good and evil characters of the tales . 
First , The Pardon er 's Tale, an exemplum against greed and gluttony , seems to be 
the most condemning of its principle characters. The three young rioters of the tale, 
however, might never have killed one another if they wouldn ' t have been led to their 
deaths by the tavern-keeper and the old man, who must , therefore , be held at least 
partially accountable for the murders of the young men. The rioters are punished for their 
sins, but they are pushed to their deaths by the behavior of the tavern owner and the old 
man. Are these two right in taking justice into their own hands? They may be the agents 
of God's justice or very like the rioter who is surely not justified when he uses a bottle of 
poisoned wine to kill his friends. They may even be a combination of both. Therefore, 
drunkenness in this tale seems not to create sinfulness, but rather a vulnerability to the 
suggestion of others. 
I will continue with The Man of Law's Tale, which is not a sermon, but, as a 
secular saint's life, is almost as morally strict. In this tale, a step-mother takes advantage 
of a royal messenger's drunkenness to exile the protagonist from the kingdom. Although 
she is deplored by the narrator of the tale, this character, in fact, can be interpreted as 
protecting her kingdom's way of life. She is certainly not as evil as her counterpart, the 
Sultana, who has people murdered indiscriminately to rid herself of the protagonist's 
Christian influence. The messenger's drunkennessis partially his own fault, and the 
king's mother takes advantage of his weakened state to further her own ends; however, 
she does no further harm to him. 
Despite the forgivingfab/iau genre of The Reeve's Tale, the two clerks who take 
advantage of the miller and his family cannot be completely forgiven for their crimes. 
This tale is even less morally clear than the previous two becausefabliau traditionally are 
not grounded in morality, but in bawdy humor. Although some scholars argue that this 
tale is all in good fun, I will argue that the two young men are more guilty than they may 
first appear. Partly by their taking advantage of the miller's helpless drunkenness, they go 
beyond the limits of revenge into revolting behavior. Therefore, Chaucer complicates the 
fabliau genre by presenting afabliau-esque tale which shocks its readers and makes them 
question their own previous enjoyment of such tales, when shown the kind of heartbreak 
and pain such situations can cause. 
In The Monk's Tale, the moral implication of Judith's murder of Holofernes are 
not readily apparent. Because Judith is presented as an agent of Fortune, her actions 
might be morally neutral. In the rest of the tales, she is even presented as a positive 
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character. However, partially because she takes the opportunity of Holofernes ' s 
drunkenness to kill him in his sleep, Judith's actions cannot be so readily forgiven. 
I will conclude with The Wife of Bath's Prologue. The Wife of Bath is a very 
complex character , and her use of an accusation of drunkenness to control her husband 
fits in well with who she is. When her husbands come home, the Wife of Bath accuses 
them of a range of sins . She is not even exploiting real drunkenness, but rather is falsely 
accusing them of a crime they did not commit. Rather than committing reprehensible sins 
by making false accusations, the Wife of Bath creates a happy marriage for herself and 
her husbands. This puts another twist on the moral ambiguity of drunkenness: rather than 
harming anyone , the Wife of Bath makes life happier. 
Lead Them Not into Temptation: The Pardoner 's Tale 
The tale told by the Pardoner is the story of three young drunkards who, after the 
death of one of their friends, make a pact to kill Death once and for all in a tavern. In 
their quest, they come across an old man who tells them where to find what they seek. 
There, they discover a vast hoard of treasure . The three young men, consumed by greed, 
murder one another in a battle over the gold. This basic story is typical of the tale 's genre. 
As an exemplum, The Pardoner's Tale is a story told to illustrate a moral point. In this 
case, that point is "Radix malorum est cupiditas" (VI. 426), or "love of money is the root 
of all evil." A closer look at the tale reveals that the root of the evil in the story is not, in 
fact, love of money, but rather the susceptibility to suggestion that drunks suffer from. 
The actual moral to the story seems to be "beware the council of others when drunk." 
Although The Pardoner 's Tale is presented as a moral allegory , the distinction 
between good and evil is not as defined as other scholars have seen it. The tavern owner 
and the old man are not merely secondary characters who stand as counterpoints for the 
young men, but rather the tempters who are partially at fault for their deaths. Had it not 
been for the way in which they push the drunken, impressionable rioters to pursuing their 
own deaths, the three young men would not have died. Although one possible 
interpretation sees the tavern keeper and the old man as merely agents of divine justice, 
the tale's morality is truly more ambiguous . Like the young man who gives his 
companions poisoned wine because he knows they cannot resist it, they warn the rioters 
against going in search of death- including, for handy reference, the exact way they can 
find death-because they know they will do just that. Therefore, they take advantage of 
the young men's drunken dim-wittedness and truculence , becoming a part of the trap the 
young men fall into. 
Moral ambiguity is a central theme of The Pardoner 's Tale, introduced in the 
prologue to the Tale by the Pardoner 's hypocrisy. The Pardoner begins his tale with a 
lengthy diatribe against the sin of drunkenness. Although he himself insists on having a 
"draughte of corny ale" (VI. 456) before telling his tale, he rants against drunkenness , 
calling it the first sin and the cause of all damnation: "O gotonye, ful of cursednesse! / 0 
cause first of oure confusioun! 0 original of oure dampnacioun " (VI. 498-500). The 
Pardoner's obvious hypocrisy throws a shadow of doubt over the story. As a man who is, 
by his own admission , one of the best examples of the very vices he preaches against , he 
seems to have very little moral authority for preaching against the very sins he revels in. 
Much has been written on the topic of the Pardoner's hypocrisy. In his summary 
of the critical approaches to the tale and its seemingly inconsistent prologue, Harrington 
mentions that other writers have tried to explain it by turning to the Pardoner's arrogance , 
his drunkenness, and his ironic comparison of himself with the young men, among others 
(33). He suggests, however, that the Pardoner fully understands his own hypocrisy in 
relation to his moral lesson and tries to use the forcefulness and excitement of his tale to 
mask it ( 42). If this is, indeed, the case, the unsolved moral question of whether the 
Pardoner's tale can be accepted as moral truth adds a layer of confusion to the ultimate 
lesson of the tale. The Fifteenth-Century Lollard heresy questioned whether a priest in a 
state of sin could perform the miracle of Transubstantiation at Mass. Along the same 
lines , The Pardoner's Tale throws into doubt whether a preacher who is guilty of the very 
sins he preaches against can still present a meaningful lesson. 
The young rioters in the tale are introduced as drunkards and act as drunkards 
typically would have acted as expected by medieval audiences . They play into the vices 
set forth by the Pardoner in his introduction to the tale . They are not, however , 
completely at blame for their deaths. As mortal sinners , they are , perhaps , unwitting 
slaves of their vice , and part of the blame for their messy demise can be placed on those 
who lead them into it. 
Drunkenness plays a key role in the story. When the rioters are first introduced , 
they are drinking in a tavern before it is even light outside: "Longe erst er prime rong of 
any belle , I Were set hem in a taverne to drynke" (VI. 662-663). When one of the rioters 
asks a boy about the corpse being carried by, the boy replies that it is an old friend of 
theirs, who died in a tavern, drunk: "And sodeynly he was yslayn to-nyght, / Fordronke, 
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as he sat on his bench upright" (VI. 673-674). When the rioters agree to seek out and kill 
Death for the harm he has caused, the narrator stresses that they are "al dronken in this 
rage" (VI. 705), associating Gluttony with Wrath. 
Instead of finding Death at the location the old man gives them, the young men 
find a hoard of gold. It is unsurprising that the first thing on the mind of the rioters when 
they find the treasure is to send one of them to the town to get bread and wine. Knowing 
the weakness his friends have for drinking, the one who goes to town poisons the bottles 
of his friends. When he returns , the other two kill him, but first decide to toast their 
success before even burying the body of their friend: "Now lat us sitte and drynke, and 
make us merie, / And afterward we wol his body berie" (VI. 883-884). By exploiting the 
inability of his friends to resist more drink in their drunken state, the young rioter kills 
them both. His crime is clear , but the sins which set the young men on the road to their 
deaths are not committed by the rioters. 
The young rioter who poisons his friends is not the only one taking advantage of 
the drunkenness of the rioters. The tavern owner also exploits the inebriation of the 
young men when he encourages them to seek out Death, the slayer of their friend. He 
doubtless foresees that such a foolish quest can only have one end. He prods them on by 
playing on their drunkenness and pride, challenging their courage when he says, "I trowe 
his habitacioun be there. / To be avysed greet wysdom is were, / Er that he dide a man a 
dishonour" (VI. 689-691 ). By leading the young men to their eventual deaths, the tavern 
keeper betrays his role as their host and plays a key role in their eventual demise by 
starting them on the path to their own deaths. 
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In his insightful essay , Bowers explains why the rioters are so susceptible to 
encouragement to do violence to Death. As the Pardoner says in his introduction to his 
tale, "dronkenesse / is fol of stryvyng" (VI. 549-550). The keeper of a tavern would 
understand this inherent susceptibility to suggestions of violence in drunkenness. The 
tavern owner doubtless knew full well what effect his challenge would have on the young 
men. " [U]nder the influence of alcohol The Three Rioters launch themselves upon a 
reckless quest after Death" (Bowers 765-766). One could go as far as to say that it is 
actually the tavern keeper who launches them upon that reckless quest. 
By suggesting that they should be careful and avoid , for their own sake , meddling 
with someone as dangerous as Death , the tavern keeper foresees the rioter ' s response of, 
"Is it swich peril with hym for to meete? / I shal hym seke by wey and eek by strete , / I 
make avow to Goddes digne bownes " (VI. 693-695) . Even if the tavern keeper had 
intended his warning earnestly, his later actions show that he is unconcerned with the fate 
of the rioter s. Although the three men make their vows in the tavern to do the deed 
together, the tavern keeper does nothing to stop them. This demonstrates that it was 
intention all along to rid himself of these troublesome young rioters . Although they might 
have been good customers in buying great quantities of his stock , he is better off without 
such angry and trouble-making young men in his establishment. 
Such, too, is doubtless the intention of the old man the rioters encounter less than 
half a mile from their tavern. Although , as David asserts in his review of academic 
contention on the subject , the old man is hard to classify, his role is clearly symbolic and 
significant, as he serves as a messenger from Death although he is himself immune to the 
touch of Death (39-41 ). His eight-line injunction that they should not bother him further 
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probably puts the idea into the minds of the rioters that they should do just that (VI. 739-
747). The old man's very precise description of the place they can find Death suggests it 
was his intention all along to tell it to them (VI. 760-765). Therefore, the old man is 
another agent of the eventual demise of the three young men, a manifestation of 
temptation which pushes the rioters into sin. 
If, as Steadman explains , the old man can be interpreted as just an old man and 
not some supernatural being, then he cannot be held completely faultless for the deaths of 
the young men (74). However, even if Chaucer and the Pardoner have used the old man 
as a foil for the youth and avarice of the young men, then it is still appropriate that such a 
character , one who is the moral opposite of the young men, nevertheless is the one who 
condemns them to death (Steadman 81 ). If the old man is supposed to be a moral 
counterpoint to the greed and wrath of the rioters, then the old man's role further 
increases the ambiguity of the story in that a character who is supposed to be good 
nevertheless leads them to destruction . 
Bowers touches on the religious overtones of the story when he discusses the way 
the rioters play God by trying to defeat Death (768) . They are, in a way , playing a twisted 
version of Christ's role in the defeat of death: moved to action by death around them, 
they seek a way to defeat death forever. Although they are foolish in their attempts to kill 
Death, their original intention cannot be called anything but noble, if confused and stupid. 
In throwing themselves in the face of danger and possible death to avenge their dead 
friend, the young men partly to act as Christ-like heroes on a quest to save mankind from 
Death . Their drinking in the tavern before they leave to confront death can be seen as a 
corrupted version of the Last Supper: they drink wine and make oaths of brotherhood 
before they depart in their quest to defeat death. The young rioters are not, however, 
blessed by the wine they drink . It is their drunkenness which leads them to their deaths. 
The way in which the old man and the tavern keeper, like the young man who 
poisons his friends , are taking advantage of the drunken state of the three young men to 
lead them to their deaths contributes to the moral ambiguity of The Pardoner's Tale. 
Because the young men commit no serious crime and play a Christ-like role in their 
attempt to defeat Death , albeit farcically, the two men who help them find Death are 
partially responsible for the deaths of young men whose only sin previous to finding the 
hoard of gold was in allowing themselves to get drunk and carried away with the notion 
of becoming heroes. Rather than "Radix malorum est cupiditas," the moral of this story 
seems to be "Beware the the advice of other men when you are drunk." 
The Temptress with a Twist: The Man of Law 's Tale 
In The Man of Law 's Tale, Custance, the beautiful daughter of the emperor of 
Rome, is engaged to marry the Sultan of Syria. The Sultan converts to Christianity so he 
will be worthy of Custance. To stop the marriage, the Sultana , the Sultan's mother, has 
everyone at the wedding feast massacred. Custance survives and is set to sea in a small 
ship with no means of steering . She lands in England, where a local king , Alla, falls in 
love with her and takes her as his wife. After more adversity, Custance is exiled by a 
forged letter written by the king's mother, Donegild, after Custance bears Alla a male 
son. Alla and Custance are later happily reuinited in Rome, and they go on to live 
together happily. 
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The messenger in The Man of Law's Tale gets drunk in the court of the king's 
mother, and thereby falls victim to her plan to switch messages regarding the fate of 
Custance, the heroine of the story, and her son. She uses drunkenness in a way that is 
usually interpreted as an evil exploitation to do harm to the story's protagonist; however, 
we can see it as an attempt to save her country and son from Custance's foreign 
influence. The unusual role of Done gild as a temptress using the messenger's fondness 
for alcohol to get him drunk and into her power plays with the traditional idea of evil 
women as temptresses, because she is not so much tempting the messenger as letting him 
lead himself into sin. Chaucer complicates the morality of The Man of Law's Tale by 
making the king's mother's actions understandable. By doing this, he challenges the 
reader to consider that even those who seem to do evil can have good reasons for it. 
The Man of Law's Tale can be read both as a "secular saint's life" and a 
"Christian romance" (Riverside Chaucer , 9). Custance, the protagonist, is the virtuous 
"secular saint" in the tale . As a saint, she is expected to be humble and accepting of her 
place in life. As demonstrated by the vitae, or stories of saints , in Jacobus de Voragine ' s 
The Golden Legend, female saints such as St. Justina and St. Agnes are frequently 
tempted by men to sin. In the case of The Man of Law 's Tale, the temptation of a man to 
sin by a woman, especially since the messenger is far from a heroic figure, is a reversal of 
a typical plot for a saint's life . This clouds the moral nature of the tale by presenting a 
woman preying on a man for the purpose of protecting her family, country, and, most 
ironically, religion, as the narrator stresses that her country is not Christian before 
Custance converts Alla to her faith. The combination of two genres, the saint's life and 
the romance, also increases the moral ambiguity of the tale. The reader is forced to 
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consider which set of moral principles is prevalent in this tale: the Christian, or the 
romantic. 
Another way genre clouds the moral interpretation of this tale is in the way 
Donegild does not condemn Custance to the suffering which would be typical of the 
heroine of a saint's life. A typical element in vitae is the physical suffering of the female 
saint. Although male saints frequently bring about great change or mass conversions in 
their lives, women often have little role apart from suffering and dying for their faith . St. 
Anastasia and St. Agatha , among others, are examples of the saints who became saints 
for their suffering and martyrdom. Because it is a female saint's place to suffer 
physically, it is unusual that Donegild does not condemn Custance to such suffering, but 
rather simply exiles her in a barely-seaworthy ship. Such relative mercy , unknown in 
vitae, further casts doubt on the absolute evil of the king's mother-in-law . 
Other scholarship recognizes ambiguity in The Man of Law 's Tale by questioning 
the moral role of Custance herself. Custance, although saintly to a degree , does not sit 
entirely well with the reader , as one scholar has shown. Dawson stresses that , "Custance , 
even if God is on her side, generally fails to enlist our complete sympathy " (295). 
Custance is not an entirely helpless person , but interprets her sitaution herself , presenting 
herself as a suffering saint in her own words: "Custance represents herself as the victim 
by her rhetoric" (Dawson 302). Just as I will argue that Donegild is not entirely evil, as 
her exploitation of drunkenness partially shows, Dawson argues that Custance is not 
entirely innocent and good . Dawson finishes his argument against her by declaring "the 
assumption of a center of consciousness for Custance ... shows us a much different, more 
complex and perhaps more sinister Custance than that we are used to" (307). If 
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Custance's role is not that of a typical heroine, then Donegild's role, by extension, may 
not be the role of the typical villainess. 
Done gild does not play the role of the traditional villainess when she admits the 
messenger into her court. Instead, she practices the medieval virtue of hospitality . Even 
though the messenger is in a hurry to deliver the good news, it is no crime to invite him to 
rest for a night and continue on his way in the morning. The messenger, too, does no 
wrong in accepting her hospitality. As the one of lower rank, it is fitting for him to accede 
to the queen's generous request that he stay the night. The temptation, therefore , is less 
distinctly evil than it is in a normal saint's life . It is by the messenger ' s own moral failing 
that he drinks the wine to excess. 
The narrator chides the messenger for being drunk: "O messager, fulfild of 
dronkennesse , / Strong is thy breeth , thy lymes faltren ay, / and thou biwreyest alle 
saecreenesse" (II . 771-773). Because a messenger's job is to get his letters secretly and 
safely from one place to the next , his drunken inability to keep a secret constitutes his 
complete failure as a good messenger. There is moral weakness in the character, who 
falls to the drink without much encouragement , although it may be safely assumed that 
Donegild is providing the wine in "the kynges moodres court " (11. 786) . By allowing 
himself to get so drunk that he can no longer fulfill his duties twice , the messenger fails 
his king . In medieval society , failure to serve his lord was one of the greatest crimes a 
vassal could commit. 
The king ' s mother, however, receives the far harsher rebuke. The narrator is at a 
loss for words to capture the evil she has wrought: "O Donegild, I ne have noon Engliissh 
digne / Unto thy malice and thy tirannye!" (II. 778-780). He curses her emotionally, 
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using religious language: "Fy, feendlych spirit, for I dar wel telle, / Thogh thou heere 
walke, thy spirit is in helle!" (II. 783-784). By taking advantage of the man's 
drunkenness to suit her own evil ends, Donegild plays the role of the devil, who tempts 
mortals to their doom. The Man of Law distinctly associates her with Satan and the 
serpent in Eden (Scheps 289). By this association as well as the role she plays, she seems 
to be the prime evil in the story. By taking advantage of the messenger's dull-witted 
drunkenness, she is committing the greatest evil. The narrator, however, is umeliable in 
this regard. He fails to take into account the saving virtues of Donegild. He describes her 
as a "spirit" (II. 783) , and Donegild describes Custance as an "elf' (II. 754) , which 
stresses the way the two cultures conflict and see one another as strange . 
The ambiguity of the story is demonstrated by the departure Donegild's actions 
take from the traditional role of the villainess. The king's mother takes on the role of 
temptation , but it is significant that she does not play an entirely active role in the 
corruption of the messenger. Had she chosen , as women in romances typically do, to 
seduce the messenger, she would have had a more direct hand in his sin. Also, she does 
not drug the ale and wine she gives him, which she could easily do. It would certainly not 
have been unusual for her to do so. Had she done either, her role as the temptress would 
have been more definite , and the sin would have clearly been on her head. 
The mother-in-law in this story plays other roles as well, which further complicate 
the moral picture in the tale. Custance, the suffering mother and saintly figure of virtue 
and suffering, can be associated with the Biblical figure Mary. At one point, Mary 
actually intervenes to save Custance from danger: "But blisful Marie heelp hire right 
anon" (II. 920). Donegild takes the opposite role, providing the messenger with not pure 
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sustenance, as Mary does Jesus, but with the ale and wine which make him fail in his 
duty. In this sense, Donegild makes herself the opposite of Custance. By this association , 
Donegild would seem to be an anti-Marian figure . 
' The king's mother, however, is not only presented as the opposite of Mary, but is 
in many ways similar to her. Donegild, after all, is doing what she believes is best for her 
son. She dies believing that she has been successful, and she has prevented her son from 
marrying a Christian woman. In this sense, she is protecting her religion and her kingdom 
from the corrupting influence of a foreigner. The way the narrator describes her anguish 
at finding out her son is marrying Custance is almost compassionate, presenting her as an 
almost literally heartbroken woman seeing her son marrying a "strange creature": 
Hir thoughte hir cursed herte brast atwo. 
She wolde noght hir sone had do so; 
Hir thoughte a despit that he sholde take 
So strange a creature unto his make (II. 696-700) . 
By this interpretation , Donegild is protecting her way of life and her home from 
change. Although she is described as a "feendlych spirit" (II. 783) , the association of her 
with a spirit makes her seem even more like a part of the country and its culture. Since 
she is protect ing the traditional way of life in her country, she cannot be held entirely to 
blame for her actions . 
Donegild is partially heroic for her resistance to the loss of her culture due to 
Custance's interference . Loss of culture is a theme in The Man of Law 's Tale, in which 
the loss and diminishment of all things is inevitable, according to Dawson ( 412). She 
discusses the actions of both the Sultaness and Donegild as campaigns against the 
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"Other," the foreign Christian influence of Custance. She also stresses that the cultures 
Custance encounters are not only strange to her, but she is strange to them ( 418). In her 
interpretation of the two mothers-in-law of the tale, she does not entirely make them out 
as typical scheming, back-biting mothers-in-law, but "Amazons of a sort, in the school of 
Eastern queens like Dido, Cleopatra, [ and] Semiramis" ( 418). 
Donegild behaves as the Sultana earlier in the tale does, and, in comparison, she is 
not nearly so evil. She chooses to simply have Custance and her son exiled, while the 
Sultana has the entire wedding party murdered to prevent her own son from marrying 
Custance. Because Donegild and the Sultana are both trying to prevent the "strange" 
Custance from marrying their sons, the relatively gentle way in which Donegild does so 
must be compared with the viciousness of her counterpart. In this comparison, Donegild 
cannot be entirely evil, because she does not to the wicked lengths that the Sultan's 
mother does. Donegild does not kill anybody; moreover, she does not actively pursue the 
moral downfall of others, but simply takes advantage of a messenger's drunkenness to 
make others carry out her plans . She could have ordered the deaths of Custance or the 
child by proxy , but she merely exiled them. This accomplished her goal of preserving her 
culture without unnecessary bloodshed . 
The Man of Law 's Tale presents a complicated moral picture in which morality is 
purposefully ambiguous. Although the king's mother commits a sin that is cursed by the 
narrator, the reader is also encouraged to consider that the messenger's weakness was 
also to blame. Also, Custance's mother-in-law is presented not only as a force of evil but 
a protector of her son and his kingdom's way oflife. When compared to the Sultana, 
Done gild seems much more mild than a traditional reading of her evil would suggest. 
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Therefore, the way in which she exploits drunkenness in the tale for what she perceives 
as morally justifiable complicates the morality of the tale's progression. 
Ambiguous Sin and Uneven Justice: The Reeve's Tale 
Unlike the strict morality of the previous tales, The Reeve's Tale, as afabliau, 
would seem to be morally neutral. However, by making the story more grotesque and 
disgusting to the reader, partially by focusing on the exploitation of the miller's 
drunkenness by the clerks, Chaucer adds an element of moral ambiguity. Readers cannot 
laugh along with the actions of the clerks, and they are therefore challenged by Chaucer 
to consider the way they have enjoyedfabliau in the past. Chaucer reminds them that, by 
taking pleasure in the suffering of others, they are not merely having a good time but, like 
the villainous clerks, encouraging morally horrible behavior. 
The Reeve 's Tale is afabliau, one of a genre of medieval tale focusing on bawdy, 
scatological humor, in which the reader is invited to enjoy the sinful revelry of the 
protagonists. In response to the Miller'sfabliau, told directly before this tale, the Reeve 
sets out to tell a tale that will be especially insulting to Miller. The Reeve presents a tale 
in which a dishonest miller cheats two young students, who, in tum, use the darkness of 
night and the miller's drunkenness to rape the miller's wife and daughter and to make off 
with his property after giving the miller a sound beating. In the case of The Reeve's Tale, 
the exploitaiton of the drunkenness of the miller and his wife by the clerks is a part of the 
larger moral complication that Chaucer spins by darkening the morality of an otherwise 
light-spiritedfabliau. 
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Neither the miller nor the clerks who make a mess of his household are morally 
justified . The miller is a cheater and a thief who, perhaps, deserves what is coming to 
him. However , the clerks are not merely the fun-loving young men who normally 
triumph infabliaux , but men who take advantage of the miller and his wife to commit a 
number of repulsive sins. Both the miller and the students can be seen as being 
responsible for what happens, and the blame can, justly, fall on both . It is not, however , 
merely the miller who suffers , but his entire family. Also , although the sin of the miller is 
punished by the ruckus in his house, the young men are rewarded rather than punished for 
their sinfulness . The moral lesson of this tale is, therefore, unmistakably ambiguous . It 
would , at first , appear to be that those who cheat others will suffer a bad fate , but, after 
consideration, seems to be that evil will triumph if people are sinful and unwatchful. This 
second moral lesson , like the second lesson suggested by The Pardon er 's Tale, stresses 
the moral ambiguity of the story. 
The tale is set up as a comedy . It is a typical story ofthefabliau genre: two 
young , clever men come across a comically stupid man and his family and take what they 
want from them . However , the reader has difficulty laughing at the end, when the miller 
and his family are in great distress and the sinful reeves rob the miller's family and 
escape. By that point , readers cannot ascribe to the strange morality of the story , which 
suggests sin is allowable if it is in revenge for another sin. The twisted morality of the 
tale is obvious in the Reeve's proposed moral: "Hym thar nat wene we! that yvele dooth" 
(I. 4320). This moral is clearly unsuited to the story . After all, the young students do evil 
to the miller and his family , and they come away better off for it. 
The narrator sets the miller and his wife up as comical characters ripe for a fall in 
his description of the drunken miller's sleep: "This millere had so wisely bibbed ale/ that 
as an hors he fnorteth in his sleep, / Ne of his tayl bihynde he took no keep" (I. 4162-
4164). The mention of the miller's "tail" both compares him to a brute animal who can be 
taken advantage of, which is underlined by the simile linking him to a horse, and makes a 
cruel joke at the expense of the miller's wife, suggesting she is the "tail" he is paying no 
attention to. Nor is the miller's wife spared: the narrator describes the way she joins her 
husband in drunken snoring: "His wyf bar hym a burdon, a ful strong ; I Men myghte hir 
rowtyng heere two furlong" (I. 4165-4166). The couple is drunk and snoring, and the 
reader is encouraged to take a little pleasure in what will ensue. 
What ensues, however , is not what the reader expects. One of the clerks , instead 
of trying to trick the miller's daughter into sleeping with him, rapes her without warning. 
The language used to describe his approach is clearly that of an act of violence: "This 
wenche lay uprighte and faste slepte / Ti! he so ny was, er she myghte espie, / That it had 
been to late for to crie" (I. 4194-4196). The mockery of courtly language that he uses to 
take his leave of her in the morning further increases the disgusted reaction the reader has 
at his actions: "Fare wee!, Malyne, sweete wight!/ The day is come" (I. 4236-4237). 
The clerk's use of courtly language is especially loathesome when one considers 
that this tale is, after the The Miller's Tale, following the courtly romance of The 
Knight's Tale. The progression from The Knight's Tale, a story about love, fate, and 
chivalry, to The Reeve's Tale, a fabliau of the lowest sort, involves a decline in morality. 
Between the two is The Miller 's Tale, which is, like The Reeve's Tale, a fabliau, but is 
considerably lighter in tone than the tale which follows it. 
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The mournful shout of the miller's wife when she discovers that she has been 
wronged also shows the reader that all is not in good fun in this story . She is not happily 
tricked and none the worse for it, but cries out to heaven in distress: 
"Help! hooly croys of Bromeholm," she seyde 
"In manus tuas! Lord, to thee I calle! 
Awak, Symkyn! That feend is on me falle. 
Myn herte is broken; help! I nam but deed!" (I. 4286-4289) 
It is difficult to say that a reader can laugh at a woman whose heart has been 
broken and quotes the words of Jesus on the Cross to describe her distress (I. 4287). 
Although she, in typical fabliau fashion, at first believes-perhaps foolishly-that the 
devil has tricked and exploited her, she discovers the truth of the matter before long and 
begs her husband to avenge her : "Help , Symkyn , for the false clerkes fighte!" (I. 4291 ). 
Some scholars argue that The Reeve 's Tale is just a harmless fabliau. Derek 
Pearsall explains away the moral qualms raised by the tale by blaming the Reeve , who is 
an especially quarrelsome character who vindictively strikes back against the Miller in 
this tale every chance he gets. He writes that "the rumpus in the bedroom at the end is in 
the best manner of high-spirited fabliau , and the most we can say is that Chaucer has 
given our laughter an edge of uneasiness by having us share it with the Reeve" ( 13 5). 
According to him, even though the miller in the story gets badly beaten by not only the 
clerks but his own wife, and has his family taken advantage of, the audience can still 
laugh at him, albeit with a little reservation. 
Pearsall claims that , "Comedy sets aside all this [morality] aside, and asserts that 
no values . .. are more important than survival and the satsifaction of appetite .... The 
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injunction is not 'be noble ' or ' be good,' but 'be smart"' (126). However, it is difficult to 
accept that the behavior of the clerks is smart rather than cruel. One of the clerks stupidly 
stumbles into the bed of the miller's wife, but, instead of being punished for failing to "be 
smart," he ends up beating the miller and escaping with his stolen goods. 
The clerks exploit the drunkenness of the miller and his wife to rape their 
daughter and the wife . They undoubtedly behave in a morally despicable manner. 
Because they go far beyond what they should have been allowed in a normal fabliau, the 
reader cannot take unrestrained pleasure in the antics of the clerks, who prove to be more 
reprehensible than they at first appear. Because they take advantage of the miller's 
drunken helplessness , they must be partially to blame. 
Cowardly Judith : The Monk's Tale 
The Monk's long-winded tale is a series of short historical tragedies about 
powerful men brought low by misfortune. In the section "De Oloferno ," the monk tells 
the apocryphal story of Holofernes , who, while drunk , is slain by Judith . By doing so, 
Judith saves her city, Bethulia . However, unlike the other representations of Judith in The 
Canterbury Tales, the actions of Judith in this tale do not sit well with the reader. The 
Monk ' s language reveals that, in his tale, Judith is not a divine agent but the agent of a 
more morally neutral Fate. Holofernes dies not by God ' s will , but by a change in his 
Fortune. In this tale, the use of drunkenness is complicated by the fact that it also appears 
in the source text of The Book of Judith. Having already established the exploitation of 
drunkenness as morally questionable in his previous tales and having purposefully left it 
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out of his other retellings of the story of Judith, Chaucer uses this detail to complicate the 
morality of the tale and present Judith as merely a morally neutral agent of Fortune. 
The genre of this tale is significant. In his listing of the deaths of many powerful 
and important men , the Monk is presenting a tragedy. A medieval tragedy is the story of a 
"victim rather than a hero, raised up and then cast down by the workings of Fortune" 
(Riverside Chaucer 17). The protagonist of this story is Holofemes, not Judith. As the 
Monk states, "Olofeme, which Fortune ay kiste / so likerously, and ladde hym up and 
doun / Til that his heed was of, er that he wiste" (VII. 2556-2558). This shows that the 
death of Holofemes is not a result of any kind of divine justice, but simply a result of an 
unexpected and unpreventable change in his Fortune. Judith's role, therefore , is not that 
of a blessed hand of God, but as a much more morally neutral agent of Fortune . 
Every other mention of the murder of Holofernes in The Canterbury Tales views 
the deed positively. In The Man of Law 's Tale, the narrator says God gave Judith courage 
"to deliveren out of wrecchedenesse / The pep le of God" (II. 941-942). In The 
Merchant's Tale, "Judith ... , I By wys conseil she Goddes peple kepte, / and slow 
Olofernus, whil he slepte" (IV. 1366-1368). The Tale of Melibee echoes this: "Judith by 
hire good conseil delivered the citee of Bethulie , in which she dwelled , out of the handes 
of Olofernus" (VII. 1099). These tales each stress that Judith was supported by God or 
that she was protecting her city, or both. The Monk's Tale does neither, which leaves 
Judith without moral defense. 
Although every other mention of Judith is positive in The Canterbury Tales, The 
Monk's Tale is, tellingly , the only instance in which Holofemes's drunkenness is 
mentioned. Because she preys on his drunken vulnerability, Judith's actions are further 
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complicated. The reader must remember, however, that Holofernes's drunkenness is 
mentioned in the apocryphal Book of Judith . In that retelling, Judith prays to God to 
protect and help her repeatedly. She makes no such prayers in The Man of Law 's Tale, 
which leaves her as the agent of Fortune rather than God. The Monk stresses that 
Holofernes was slain by just "a womman" (VII. 2571), which indicates that it was by a 
mortal and not diving hand that Holofernes was slain. 
There have been two previous instances in The Canterbury Tales in which a 
morally questionable character takes advantage of a sleeping, drunken victim . The most 
obvious is in The Man of Law's Tale. Judith, like Donegild, is a woman who uses the 
opportunity of a man's drunken sleep to get what she wants from him. Because The 
Monk 's Tale is almost certainly after the other in the sequence of the tales, the reader 
cannot but be reminded of Donegild's crimes and the narrator's harsh rebuke of them 
when they are reflected in Judith's actions. Similarly, Judith can be associated with the 
clerks in The Reeve 's Tale, who likewise take advantage of a sleeping, drunken man ' s 
helplessness. The phrase which the Monk uses to describe Holofernes's sleep , "as he lay 
upright" (VII . 2571), is echoed in the description of the sleep of the miller's daughter 
before she is raped in The Reeve 's Tale: "This wench lay uprighte and faste slepte" (I. 
4194). By comparing the two, Chaucer underlines the similarity of the clerk's 
exploitation of the daughter's sleep and Judith's exploitation of Holofernes's drunken 
slumber, creating further ambiguity in her actions. 
The death of Holofernes demonstrates the sudden end that can come to men who 
have been abandoned by Fortune, and Judith is shown as the purveyor of just such an 
ignominious death. Judith is not presented as a brave and righteous defender of her home, 
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as she is in the rest of the tales. Instead, she is presented as an assassin who steals into 
Holofemes' s tent in the night and takes advantage of his condition to chop off his head. 
The narrator stresses the fact that Judith creeps off secretively into the night after she has 
killed him: "Ful pryvely she stal from every wight,/ And with his heed unto hir toun she 
wente" (VII. 2571-2574). By sneaking off like a thief, Judith is shown much less 
heroically than she is described in other tales. Also, no other mention of her reason for 
killing Holofemes is made. She is not even directly assocated with the city of Bethulia, 
although it is mentioned, so she seems to have no other moral reason for slaying 
Holofemes other than she has been led to do so by fortune. 
Chaucer wasn't the only writer in the Middle Ages who toyed with the idea of 
Judith as other than a divine agent. The murder of Holofemes was interpreted as an evil 
action by other medieval writers. John Lydgate, a fifteenth-century Chaucerian writer, 
used the story of Judith in his text entitled Examples Against Women. In this 
interpretation, Holofemes "[ o ]fall women loued Judith most, / Trustyng to haue had her 
to his paramour" (53-54). Judith's deceitful betrayal of Holofemes is even more clear in 
this text than in The Monk's Tale. Lydgate, like Chaucer, played with the idea of an evil 
or a good Judith. In another text, Lydgate even referred to Judith as an example to 
women. 
In the story following "De Olofemo," "De Rege Anthiocho illustri," the narrator 
stresses the role God plays in the downfall of the king of Antioch. The tale mentions God 
six times, and underlines that it was by God's hand that he was brought low: "The wreche 
of God hym smoot so cruelly" (VII. 2615). The lesson of the tale is when he, agonized by 
God's curse upon him, recgonizes God as his ruler: "In this meschief he waylked and eek 
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wepte, I And knew God lord of every creature" (VII. 2621-2622). The clear presence of 
divinity and divine punishment in this story sharply contrasts with the moral neutrality of 
the story of Holofernes, which directly precedes it. This throws further moral shadow 
over Judith's actions. 
In every other mention of Judith in The Canterbury Tales, she is a heroic woman 
saving her city from an evil man. However, in The Monk's Tale, Holofernes does not die 
by the will of God but rather by a turn in his Fortune. Judith, as an agent of Fortune, 
preys on his weakened condition. In taking his head as a trophy, she further dishonors 
Holofernes. She is clearly no heroine in this instance, but merely the hand of Fortune. 
This contrasts with other stories in The Monk 's Tale in which God plays a much more 
direct role. It is partially her exploitation of his drunken sleep that makes Judith into a 
character who is not morally justified for her actions. 
Power Play: The Wife of Bath's Prologue 
The Wife of Bath is, perhaps, the most familiar and most studied character in The 
Canterbury Tales . In her confessional introduction to her story, she establishes her own 
experience as a rival to the religious authority of the Church and rejects religious 
teachings in favor of a more secular life. She echoes the Advice of the Old Woman in The 
Romance of the Rose in the cynical practicality and deceitfulness of her behavior. She 
revels in greed, lust, and trickery. However, the Wife of Bath has a good humor and 
learned cleverness which the Old Woman lacks. Although she stands against both male 
and religious authority, she is sympathetic to the reader. This moral ambiguity is reflected 
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in her exploitation of drunkenness. Her husbands are not even actually drunk when she 
says they are; she merely accuses them of drunkenness to assert her control over them. 
Partially because she does not exploit actual drunkenness, but rather the accusation of 
drunkenness, the Wife of Bath may be the most morally ambiguous character in The 
Canterbury Tales. 
In order to control her husbands, the Wife of Bath confesses that she uses, among 
other accusations, the accusation that her husband comes home drunk. In this case, she is 
exploiting this accusation of drunkenness to gain and maintain power over her husbands. 
The wife exclaims, "Thou comest hoom as dronken as a mous, / And prechest on they 
bench, with yvel preef!" (III. 246-247). Although her mention of this tactic is only two 
lines in a much longer monologue, the ambiguity which Chaucer surrounds all cases of 
the exploitation of drunkenness is present in the character and tactics of the Wife of Bath . 
Her use of drunkenness contributes to the moral ambiguity of the character overall. 
It is difficult to judge the Wife of Bath as either morally good or wicked . She is 
forthright about her enjoyment of sins and worldly behavior, but the reader is also taken 
by her intelligent arguments against men who insist women should be subordinate . She is 
witty and good-humored, and she goes on to tell a good tale with an appropriately 
empowering moral. 
Malone suggests that Alisoun's characterization of herself is meant to be accepted 
by the reader: "[ s ]he characterizes herself expressly, and we must believe what she says" 
(216). To demonstrate the moral strength of a character who revels in drinking, dancing, 
and similar pursuits, one can turn to Malone's conclusion about the success of the Wife 
of Bath: "It will be enough to point out that the wife and her fifth husband actually 
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achieve wedded bliss in the end, after her husband duly submits to her authority" (215). 
Although she is nothing like Constance or Griselda, two examples of "perfect women" in 
Chaucer's tales , this is part of what makes her so charming. Despite her admitted 
imperfections , the Wife of Bath is able to make herself and her husbands truly happy. 
The Wife of Bath, by rejecting conventional authority, is attempting to argue for 
her own system of morality . "Many fourteenth-century preachers inveigh against women 
who will not be submissive to their husbands ," writes Bowden, but even if the 
contemporary reader would have recognized Dame Alisoun as an example of the kind of 
women their clergy preached against , her familiarity with contemporary moral thought 
and readiness in quoting Scripture complicates this picture. The Wife of Bath is able to 
use the very sources of arguments against her chosen mode of life in her counter-
argum ents . 
By chiding her husbands for drunkenness , the Wife of Bath is not only taking the 
role of the shrewish , controlling wife men feared , she is creating an authority for herself 
that is difficult to argue against. It is true that , as Bisson writes , the Wife of Bath "fulfills 
the worst nightmares of a long misogamous tradition by turning the table on her 
husbands " (239) . However, it is clear that in chiding her husbands for their drunkenness , 
among other things , the Wife of Bath is ironically taking on the role of the preacher , 
admonishing her flock . The sins she accuses them of include being unfaithful to her , 
being miserly and ungenerous, and being jealous of her. These sins, in her own morality , 
contradict the pursuits of pleasure and wealth that she encourages. So, in a way , the Wife 
of Bath creates a moral authority based on her own values. 
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The Wife of Bath is, therefore, not only a power-hungry and plotting woman, but 
an intelligent, witty, and ultimately likeable figure. If, as Bisson asserts, the Wife of 
Bath's rejection of the Church ' s teachings constitutes an argument in line with a popular 
attack on clerical culture by the lower classes in Chaucer's era, the reader can imagine 
that the average reader might well have, despite any reservation about her motives, 
cheered her for standing up against the Church (163 ). 
The role , then, that her exploitation of supposed drunkenness plays must be 
approached with an eye to the Wife of Bath's complex character. Knight describes her as 
a "courageous, self-conscious, domestic, and mercantile person" who is "a powerful 
dramatic creation , wrigglingn out of the restrictive genre ofliterary authority as [she] 
does out of patriarchy and clerical authority " (100). With this complicated 
characterization in mind , it becomes clear that the Wife of Bath cannot be either praised 
or chided in general for her moral strength or weakness . Instead , she must be interpreted 
as a woman with both virtues and faults : a realistic person , with all the moral ambiguity 
any real person comes with. 
At first , it might seem that the Wife of Bath is almost literally belittling her 
husband when she accuses him of being drunken "as a mous " (II. 246) , but she uses the 
same term to describe herself. When delivering her opinion of marital fidelity , she asserts 
that "I holde a mouses herte nat worth a leek / That hath but oon hole for to sterte to" (II. 
542-543). By equating both herself and her husbands with mice, she brings them to the 
same level , embracing that they are both sinful creatures who can find happiness in one 
another's company . Further complicating this accusation is its similarity to the complaint 
of Arcite the knight in The Knight's Tale, who bewails, "We faren as he that dronke is as 
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a mous" (I. 1251 ). By comparing her supposedly drunken husband to herself and echoing 
the sentiments of a chivalrous knight in a romance, the Wife of Bath is paying a kind of 
compliment to her husband even as she chides him. She seems to be saying that she 
understands that he might have erred, but there is no real harm in it, as they are both 
mortal creatures prone to the temptations of the flesh. The important thing is that the 
husband accept his role as her mortal equal and submit to her wit and wealth. 
If the reader would fault the Wife of Bath for using drunkenness to control her 
husbands, the Host certainly does not. When the Monk interrupts the Alisoun at the end 
of her Prologue, an argument breaks out between him and the Summoner. The Host 
chides both by exclaiming, "Lat the womman telle hire tale. / Ye fare as folk that dronken 
ben of ale" (III . 851-852) . By adopting her own tactic, the Host tacitly condones the Wife 
of Bath ' s tactic . Especially since the quarreling characters prevent Alisoun from telling 
her tale , this incident can be read as a further success by the Wife of Bath . She has, in a 
way, placed the Host under her moral authority , and he now speaks up to allow her to get 
her way by telling her tale uninterrupted . 
The Wife of Bath cannot be condemned for using a false accusation of 
drunkenness to keep her husbands in line . After all , their marriage is happiest when she is 
in control. On the other hand, the reader cannot completely condone the lie she uses to 
gain control over her husbands. The Wife of Bath doesn ' t ascribe to the morality taught 
by the Church but establishes her own moral authority which she supports with her own 
experience and eloquence . Like the complex and morally neutral , but witty and 
thoroughly likeable, character of Alisoun herself, her exploitation of drunkenness cannot 
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be judged to be wholly morally good or evil. Rather, it is all a part of her unique personal 
morality. 
Conclusion: 
Drunkenness does not merely signify the sinfulness of a given character in The 
Canterbury Tales, as Brosamer suggests in his dissertation. Instead , it is a powerful tool 
that Chaucer employs to complicate the morality of his stories . Rather than defeating 
other characters in traditional ways, Chaucer both softens what would be expected to be 
evil and troubles what, in other cases, would have been commendable. By complicating 
the morality of his tales, Chaucer challenges the reader to see the way morality is seldom 
as clear as it originally seems. The multitude of roles drinking alcohol played in medieval 
society - ranging from its part in the sacrament of the Eucharist , its essential connection 
to feasting , and the strong objections to over-imbibing by the Church - was , for its 
multiple of widely varying roles, a good device to use in creating moral ambiguity in his 
tales. 
In the case of three young men dying for their foolishness in The Pardoner 's Tale, 
the exploitation of drunkenness makes the deaths of the young men harder to stomach for 
the reader. Because they do not throw themselves into death but are led into it by other 
men intent on their doom , the reader must ask whether or not they truly deserved their 
fates. They were not, after all, dangerous or especially sinful men. Their only real crime 
until they found the hoard of gold they were led to find by the other characters in the 
story was being drunkards. As the Cook and the Miller demonstrate , being drunk, even a 
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habitual drunk, is not necessarily a great crime in The Canterbury Tales. Therefore, the 
reader must ask whether their deaths were justified, or whether the men who put them to 
it shared in their sin. 
In the case of the evil mother-in-law putting the good and Christian secular saint 
through a great trial, the exploitation of drunkenness lessens the sin of the mother-in-law 
and complicates her role in the story. Rather than a purely evil temptress, Donegild in 
The Man of Law 's Tale allows the messenger to become drunk by his own weakness, and 
only takes advantage of his drunken state later by switching out letters. Her failure to use 
a traditional means for tempting the messenger and the role the messenger's own 
sinfulness contributes to the story demonstrate that Donegild cannot be purely seen as 
evil. 
In the case of two students taking advantage of a cheating miller and his family in 
The Reeve 's Tale, the exploitation of drunkenness is part of the disgusting way in which 
the clerks rape the miller's family and steal his property. Readers cannot take pleasure in 
the downfall of the miller, as they would like to in a typicalfabliau. Instead, they must be 
at least a little sickened at the violent and bestial way in which the two go about their 
plan . 
In the case of the killing of a powerful man in the "De Oloferno" section of The 
Monk's Tale, the role of the exploitation of alcohol throws a cowardly and ignoble shade 
on his murderess. Because she does not kill Holofernes because God wishes it, but rather 
because Fortune demands it, Judith is not so well justified in her actions as she is in the 
other tales. Especially when compared with the role God's divine punishment plays in the 
story directly following the death of Holofernes in The Monk's Tale, it becomes clear 
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Judith is playing not the part of the honorable heroine but of a morally neutral agent of 
the fickle hand of Fortune. 
By presenting an accusation of drunkennes as part of her confession about her 
method of controlling men in her prologue, the Wife of Bath further reinforces her own 
morally complicated character. By creating her own moral authority and rejecting the 
authority of the Church, the Wife of Bath separates herself from the world of traditional 
morality . 
Several themes appear repeatedly in these tales. In no case does a man take 
advantage of a woman ' s drunkenness, except in the case of the The Reeve's Tale, when 
the drunkenness of the miller's wife is only secondary to the miller ' s own drunkenness . 
In The Monk 's Tale, The Man of Law 's Tale, and The Wife of Bath 's Tale, women take 
advantage of drunken men or by claiming that men are drunk. In the other tales , men prey 
upon drunken men . Women frequently use drunkenness for their own benefit in the tales . 
In the Middle Ages , women had very few civil rights as we know them . Legally , they 
were little more than property. Like the Wife of Bath , they had to rely on their own wit to 
ensure their personal happiness . Exploiting drunkenness was one possible way in which 
women could assert their dominance and get their own way . 
It is important to note that in every case , an attempt to take advantage of 
drunkenness succeeds. Whether this is a comment on the inevitability of falling to 
temptation or just because the narrator would not have mentioned the attempt had it not 
succeeded might be worth further examination in the broader context of temptation and 
manipulation in The Canterbury Tales. The success with which characters prey on the 
drunkenness of others creates a further layer to the ambiguity of its exploitation by 
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demonstrating that what sin may result is not merely the fault of the drunk but of the 
exploiter, who takes advantage of the helplessness of the drunk to resist. 
In all cases of the exploitation of drunkenness, a stronger character plays on 
another character's helplessness to achieve their own personal gains. The inherent moral 
ambiguity of this action softens the crime of seemingly evil characters and complicates 
the morality of seemingly sympathetic characters. This draws both ends of the moral 
spectrum closer together, creating a world in which morality is not always simple, 
challenging the reader to consider whether the moral of the story may simply be that 
there is more to good and evil than it seems. It is partially the moral depth of Chaucer's 
The Canterbury Tales that makes his unfinished book still relevant-and interesting - to 
us today . 
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